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LITTLE BLACK MOUNTAIN COURSE NOTES 

These notes should be read as if the course officials are leaving the START line and heading out on 

the course i.e. towards Black Mountain. 

START/FINISH line is about 65m from gate along the Power Line Track. There is a rock embedded in 

the left hand edge of the track, with some faint white paint, about 25m before a gully crossing the 

track. As the area is reasonably wide the start for the three events can be separated a little. 

 

Once past the START line take the first track to the right, the Power Line Link Trail, some 20m in front 

of the large support for the powerlines, off the main track. Cones are required to direct the 

participants onto this track. An arrow and one of the new signs (a black X on a white square) should 

also be used. 

After about 500m there is a Y junction. Cones are needed to cut off the Right hand turn, especially 

important for participants returning. An arrow and one of the new signs (a black X on a white 

square) could also be used. This junction is the 4km mark for the return on the Short Course. The 

sign should be placed just after the completion of the descent and the commencement of the flat. 

The 1km, and 8km for Long Course return signs should be placed at the leaning wooden support 

stretching from the track to the fence. The support has faint markings indicating the distance.  

Some 50m further up the track there is a track to the Left which should be coned off as the course 

follows the main track, which is part of the Centenary Trail, towards Black Mountain.   

At about the 1.35km point there are a number of small tracks to the Right. These should be coned 

off. 

Small gully 

START/FINISH 

Line 

Course direction 
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At the T junction (the slopes of the Parkway), around 1.46km, an arrow and cones are required to 

direct participants Right, parallel to the Parkway, and towards the underpass.  For returning 

participants an arrow pointing Left is also required.  

The 1.5km, which is the 3km mark for the Short Course return, is a large open area located just 

before the underpass. The actual 3km mark is a small concrete drain on the Left hand side and about 

5m before the actual underpass.  

The track then turns left and goes through the underpass. Cones here at the turn, 

There should be a marshal just past the underpass (at 1.65km mark).  This area will also be used by 

the Sri Chinmoy Duathlon event in 2018 so our course must be clearly marked. 

Just past the underpass (at 1.65km mark) a couple of tracks lead to the Right, more so visible on the 

return journey, which should be coned off. 

Our course goes to the Left in a northerly direction. An arrow should be used.  

At the 1.74km mark the course veers hard Right. The track on the Left, prominent to the returning 

participants, should be coned off. An arrow should also be used here. 

At the 1.95km there is a small walking track leading off to the Left which should be coned off. 

The 2km, and 7km Long Course return is a raised drainage mound, the first and most obvious, going 

across the track. 

 

The SHORT COURSE TURN is at the 2.25km mark which is identified by a large gum tree immediately 

adjacent to the track (see photo). A marshal is required at this point. The track ahead can be seen 

veering to the Left and there is a drain under the track some 25m along. 

Short Course Turn 
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Further along, a track goes to the Left, and should be marked with a couple of cones. 

After the long straight stretch, the track runs into what appears to be a T junction (2.85k) because 

the track continuing straight ahead is less developed (see photo below). There is also a faint track to 

the left. The junction should be coned off to indicate a Right hand turn onto the Link trail which is 

part of the Centenary Trail. Arrows should be used for going out and returning participants.  

 

The track has a steady rise and then there is a sudden change of slope due to a drainage mound. This 

is the 3km and 6km mark. 

Continue further up the rise and turn hard Left (see photo below) at the junction (3.3k) following the 

Callitris Track on the Centenary Trail. This turn should be generously coned off and arrows used for 

the returning participants also. A roving marshal should be in this area, to also cover participants 

turning onto and returning from the Little Black Mountain Loop. See next page. 
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The track runs down the slope for about 50m and at the T junction turns Right leading to the loop of 

Little Black Mountain, the Little Black Mountain Trail. There should be a marshal in this area (see 

note on previous page) as the participants will be returning from the other arm of the T junction 

(see photo below, which is the right hand turn shown in the previous photo). 

 

Participants returning after 

completion of Little Black 

Mountain Loop  

Participants turn 

right onto Little Black 

Mountain Loop 
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About 220m along the steady climb up the hill, cones and an arrow will be required to direct 

participants Left as the Right turn will take them towards the back of the CSIRO. A marshal should 

be here.  

The track continues the loop of Little Black Mountain. The 4km does not need to be marked. 

However, it is a leaning grey white gum adjacent the track and about 90m before a left bend with a 

Centenary Trail marker.    

The 5km mark is on the western side of the loop in a gully where there is a drain. This does not need 

to be marked. 30m ahead there are tracks leading downhill to the Right. Cones will most likely be 

required as the track could be confused with the loop track (an alternative would be to use paint, 

draw an arrow to indicate direction and a big X to cut off the side track). From this point there is 

another steady climb followed by a descent to the end of the loop where participants entered the 

loop (a total distance of about 700m). The same marshal should be sighted. 

From this point the course is now the opposite of the outward journey.  

A minimum of two course marshals, for marking and de marking the course, will require the 

following equipment: 

For the Short Course - 1, 2, 3, 4km and Short Course Turn plus 7 and 8k for the Long Course overlap 

Arrows   3 ->     1 <- 

Cones for 8 locations, major area is around the underpass for the Parkway  

Long Course – 3 and 6km (4km need not be marked nor 5km if using paint option at that point) 

Arrows -   1 ->         3 <- 

Cones for 5 locations, 3 of which are major 

 

Four marshals in total are required as indicated on the map. 

 

NOTES: 

“Runners Ahead” signs are required for the bike path. Also a few cones could be used to highlight 

the ditch and drain near the gate and adjacent to the bike path. 

 

A note in the Weekly Bulletin describing the parking area and a note to take care crossing road 

and bike path should suffice. 

 

Key to gate is required for vehicle access for safety reasons as there are no short cuts on the 

course if medical help is required. Also, access would be useful if considering using a vehicle to 

mark the course.  
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